
Young Adult
ElatsoeElatsoe
by Darcie Little Badger
Imagine an America very similar to our own. This America
been shaped dramatically by the magic, monsters,
knowledge, and legends of its peoples. Elatsoe lives in this
slightly stranger America. She can raise the ghosts of dead
animals, a skill passed down through generations of her
Lipan Apache family. Her beloved cousin has just been
murdered, in a town that wants no prying eyes. But she is

going to do more than pry.

Staff Picks!
TThe flatsharehe flatshare
by Beth O'Leary
Entering a flatshare arrangement with a man on an opposite
work shift, a heartbroken woman begins exchanging notes
with the roommate she has never met and becomes his best
friend, and possibly soulmate, through their correspondence.

TThe Department ohe Department of Rare Bookf Rare Books and Specials and Special
CCollectionsollections
by Eva Jurczyk
Working in the rare books department of a large university,
Liesl Weiss discovers that a priceless book has gone missing as
well as the librarian, and, investigating both disappearances,
learns a shocking truth that shakes the very foundation on
which she has built her life.
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Join a Library Book Club!
GorGory Sty Stories, Februarories, February 7 | 12:00 p.m.y 7 | 12:00 p.m.
Do you love true crime? Bring your lunch and join
other true crime addicts to share our favorite
podcasts, documentaries, books, and more!

Readers RendeReaders Rendezvzvous, Februarous, February 16 |y 16 | 1:00 p.m.1:00 p.m.
TThe fivhe five : the unte : the untold livold lives oes of the wf the women killedomen killed
bby Jack the Rippery Jack the Ripper
by Hallie Rubenhold
Researched portraits of the five women murdered by Jack the
Ripper in 1888 reveal each victim's historically relevant and
diverse background while discussing the cultural and gender

disadvantages that made them vulnerable.

OOvverbookerbooked Book Club, Februared Book Club, February 22 |y 22 | 5:30 p.m.5:30 p.m.
TThe snohe snow child : a now child : a novvelel
by Eowyn Ivey
A childless couple working a farm in the brutal landscape of
1920 Alaska discover a little girl living in the wilderness, with a
red fox as a companion, and begin to love the strange, almost-
supernatural child as their own.

From the Youth Librarian's Desk!
StarfishStarfish
by Lisa Fipps
A debut novel-in-verse follows the experiences of a girl who
tries to change her behavior when she is bullied for her
weight, before a swimming hobby, a kind therapist and an
accepting new neighbor help her embrace her true self.

What Book Cubs are Reading Now...
TThe lost and fhe lost and found bookound bookshop : a noshop : a novvelel
by Susan Wiggs
Inheriting her mother’s San Francisco bookshop in the wake of
a tragedy, Natalie bonds with her ailing grandfather and hires a
contractor to perform repairs before unexpected discoveries
connect her to the community and family secrets.

UncUncomfomfortable cortable cononvversations with a blackersations with a black
manman
by Emmanuel Acho
In Uncomfortable Conversations With a Black Man, Acho takes
on all the questions, large and small, insensitive and taboo,
many white Americans are afraid to ask--yet which all
Americans need the answers to, now more than ever.

Midnight at the Blackbird CafMidnight at the Blackbird Cafee
by Heather S. Webber
After the death of her beloved grandmother, Anna Kate travels
to Wicklow, Alabama to settle her estate and sell the café she
ran, but finds herself drawn to the quirky town and the
mysterious blackbird pie everyone is talking about.

Small great things : a noSmall great things : a novvelel
by Jodi Picoult
When her reluctance to treat the newborn of a white
supremacist couple results in the child's death, a black nurse is
placed on trial and is aided by a white public defender who
urges her not to bring up race in the courtroom.

TThe the ten thousand doors oen thousand doors of Januarf Januaryy
by Alix E. Harrow
A woman navigating the out-of-place artifacts in her
caretaker’s sprawling early 20th-century mansion discovers a
mysterious book that reveals impossible truths about the
world and her own past.
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